INFANT WEIGHT DATA

Notes: Essential spaces are underlined. The symbols * and : are typed by FOCAL symbolises RETURN

Operating procedure
1. Turn TTY to LINE
2. Type FOCAL should respond with *
3. Type
   * L_C_JPØK *)
   *
   * G_ )
4. FOCAL should respond with a colon and will type a colon whenever it wants data from the keyboard
5. First and once only type in the following numbers:
   :3_:0_:3_:2_:3_:3_:2_:3_:2_:3_:2_:3_
6. FOCAL responds with a colon at the left margin. Now type in the infant's birth date and weight in the form day_month_year_weight_in_response_to_FOCAL'S_colons
   Example
   :17_:05_:64_:07_3_
7. FOCAL responds with a colon at the left margin. Now type date and weight in response to FOCAL'S colons. Repeat this step until all the infant's data is processed.
8. Terminate the processing of an infant's data by typing a zero for the day of the date
   :0_
9. To process data of another infant, proceed to step 6.
10. To terminate computer access type Ø for day of infant's birth date

Switch TTY OFF

Error recovery

1. If an error is made in typing the response to a colon and the error is realised before the terminating space is typed, type ← which deletes previous input then type correct response

Example

:17 ← 16_

2. If the error is discovered after the terminating space has been typed, computation can be restarted at a previous point as follows:

(i) type CTRL/C
(ii) type * SET_TD= (age in days)
(iii) type * GØTØ_1.2

Proceed as in step 7.